
Product Description： 

Multi Saw Blade Diamond Cutting Segment For Suppliers has good sharpness and high
efficiency at the process of cutting, meanwhile, it has a long lifespan.

V-shaped design is adopted on the side of the cutter head to speed up the chip removal
speed and help to quickly reduce the temperature of the cutter head during machining.

Raw material: have advanced device for diamond,powder ete inspection.

Finshed product: All produced product has been inspection and approved before shipment.

Diamond Segment Cutting Supplier China production procedure been strictly controlled
by quality controlled department.

Feature: 

1.M-shape segment is easy for diamond opening.

2.Stable cutting, narrow cutting gap, stone waste reduction.

3.Multi saw blade diamond cutting segment for suppliers,good cutting result: smooth cutting,
flat surface and even size.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Multi Blade Diamond Cutting Segment:

Blade
Diameter

Segment Size 
(LxWxH) Blade Hole Steel Saw Blade Thickness Segment Quantity

1600MM
(64 Inch) 24X9.2/8.4x15MM 800MM/100MM 6.5-7.2MM 108pcs Per Set

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Multi-Saw-Blade-Diamond-Cutting-Segment.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Edge-Cutting-Granite-Segment-Diamond-Segment-Cutting-Supplier.html


Multi-Blade-And-Single-Disc-Saw-Blade-Specifications:



Product Show 

1.6M Multi Blade Diamond Cutting Segment For European Countries







Application: 

M shape segment cutting material: granite and hard stone.

Cutting machine: for single arm machine,bridge cutting machine.

Sandwich Shape Segment production process: hot pressing sintering,cold pressing.



FAQ

1.What is your terms of payment?

We accept DHL,Fedex,TNT, UPS , etc.

2.Do you provide samples? Is it free or extra?



Yes, we could offer you the sample machine. But it's not free. You need to pay for the sample
and the cost of freight.

3. Will the company reduce cost and quality for price?

To reduce other unnecessary costs

To find good agents for lower shipping fees

To find the right suppliers of product materials

It will never reduce the quality of the product. We can optimize the product process and take
some measures to protect the quality of the product.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


